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"Establishing a routine makes a
habit ."  
Through  Life chart we are trying
to implement good habits for our
children.  This year l i fe chart  has
become   a  part of  our students
l i fe  wherein  establishing good
habits and traits .  

Life chart
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"Weaving the threads of
imagination and good oration."
A workshop for story-tel l ing was
organized for classes 1  to 8,  by
Mrs.  Janaki Sabesh on 23rd July
2021 .  The session was indeed
valuable and distinct .  Children
found it  real ly interesting and
engrossed.  The appropriate use of
voice modulation infused passion,
enhanced imagination and
expression,  and introduced
children to new horizons of
storytel l ing.  It  was an interactive
session where children were
taught the r ight way of tel l ing
the stories.  Overal l ,  this session
helped the young souls with
creative thinking.

Story session -  Mrs.  Janaki
Sabesh (23/07/2021)  

“Cooking and baking is  both
physical and mental therapy.”
Baking is  fun;  it  is  an art i f  you
have a fascination for baking.  By
attending a Bake along session
workshop by Chef Disha our
students understood the tr icks
and the techniques of the baking
field.

Bake Along Session with Chef Disha
(22/06/2021)



A series of  events held by Paavai
Vidhyashram. As the motto
stands,  the major objective of this
event is  ‘Manifesting Talents’  of
our students.  Aimed to faci l itate a
platform for the budding youth,
the Star Quest-maiden sort of  its
kind program received an
overwhelming response.   We
strongly believe that every child
has potential  and it  is  our
responsibi l ity to present them
with opportunities.  Paavai  Star
Quest was one such init iative.  It
served as a stage for our students
to showcase their  talents.

Paavai ‘Star Quest’  -  More
than 300 participants rocked
the event

“A country's  greatness l ies in its
undying ideal  of  love and sacrif ice
that inspire the mothers of  the
race."
Paavai  school celebrated 75th
Independence Day celebration with
a lot of  patriotic fervor and zeal  in
tandem with national celebrations.
The programme was init iated with
flag hoisting ceremony by School
Chairman Shri     .N.V.Natarajan.  The
vibrant students highlighted the
importance of the day through
English,  Hindi ,  and Tamil  speech.

75th Independence day (15/08/2021)
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"The glory of  gardening:  hands in
the dirt ,  head in the sun,  heart with
nature."
Gardening is  a healthy,  fun activity
for children.“Tulsi  Ragam” an online
workshop for students to learn
more about gardening was
conducted by Mrs.  Nidhi Krishna for
our t iny tots.  They learned new
skil ls ,  had fun,  and developed self-
confidence by spending time in the
garden tending plants and growing
their  own food.

Tulsi Ragam - Mrs. Nidhi Krishna
(19/09/2021)

“You are never too small  to make a
difference.”
To enlighten the young minds,  an
exclusive virtual   Talk was organized
on August 28,  2021 ,  for the students
of classes I I I-XII .  The vibrant speaker,
Mr.  A.  Kal iyamoorthi  led the session
and motivated the learners.  The
invigorating session was enjoyed by
the student populace and has
catalyzed the young warriors to
wake up and lead this country
forward with their  efforts .

The success mantra
- Mr A. Kaliyamoorthi (28/08/2021)
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"Lord Ganesha- God of prosperity ,
luck and fortune."
The entire school was soaked in the
spirit  of  festivity & devotion during
Vinayagar Chaturthi  celebration.
On this pious day Mrs.  Nirmal
narrated stories to the students
and explained about the
signif icance of the festival .

VinayagarChathurthi(10/10/2021)

'The greatness of  a culture can be
found in its festivals ."
Krishna Janmashtami,  the holy
festival  of  Hindus,  is  celebrated
with great fervor and pomp to mark
the birth anniversary of  the
mystical  deity,  Shri  Krishna.  Adding
colour to the celebration our t iny
tots dressed up as Krishna and
Radha.  Mrs.  Nirmal narrated stories
to the children and expressed her
views through the preaching
imparted by Lord Krishna in
Mahabharata,  s ignifying the virtues
and value which the young children
as future responsible cit izens must
imbibe.  

Krishna Janmashtami celebrations
(30/09/2021)
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"An integrated structure organized
around a unifying center."
 Our kids created their  masterpiece in
Mandala art by exploring creativity in a
circular symphony of shapes and
patterns by attending a mandala art
workshop conducted by Ms.  Deepa shah.

Mandala workshop- Ms. Deepa Shah
(05/12/2021) 

"This is  a  new beginning,  and things wil l
change."
The start of  the school year seemed more
overwhelming than ever before.  One could
observe the mixed feel ings of excitement,
joy,  and confusion among the students,
parents,  and teachers.  Even though we
planned to commence our off l ine session
on 8th November 2021 nature didn’t  favour
us.  Due to bad weather,  we were forced to
postpone it  to 10th November 2021 .

The Wings of Hope
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“The body achieves what the mind believes.”
 Clean hands session was organized for
students of  classes I  -  V by Mrs.  Rajeswari
Venkataraman. She discussed the
importance of maintaining healthy eating
and hygiene habits and educated them on
the meticulous approach one must fol low.
The entire experience proved to be a
bonding session between the educator and
students,  with an interactive discussion on
the essence of staying ‘healthy’ .  

Clean Hands- Mrs.  Rajeswari  Venkataraman
(28/10/2021)  



“Peace on earth wil l  come to stay
when we l ive Christmas every
day.”  — Helen Steiner Rice.”
The ever exuberant festival  of  joy,
merry-making,  and rejoicing,
commenced with regaling voices.
The program commenced with a
host of  cultural  activit ies,  which
comprised of a theatrical
enactment,  a vibrant j ingle song
recitation,  and an angelic dance
by the t iny tots to envelope the
atmosphere in the spir it  of
Christmas.  The endearing address
by the Director,  Dr.  C Satish,
involved his appreciation for al l
the participants and faci l itators in
making the event truly
extravagant.

Christmas Celebration
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"Dancing is  creating a sculpture
that is  visible only for a moment.”
The school takes pride in
announcing the inauguration of
"Paavai  Nrithyalaya" on 03/01/2022.
We are providing a space for the
students to learn the techniques
and in-depth knowledge about
classical  dance.  students started
their  journey to their  favorite dance
style with the blessings of Guru
Mr.Vipidas.

Paavai Nrithyalaya



"Festival  of  bountiful  harvest
good luck and prosperity ."
As part of  the Pongal celebration,
students gave speech
highlighting the signif icance of
the Harvest Festival .

Pongal Celebration

"Art is  the colours and textures of your
imagination."
“Texture painting” refers to the look and
feel  of  the canvas.  A workshop on texture
painting was organized for students of
classes 1  to 8 by Mrs.  Bala Nivetha on
23rd January 2022 in online.  Students
got exposure to new ideas and
techniques,  experimentation,  and of
course lots of  tacti le and visual  textures.

Texture Painting- Mrs. Bala Nivetha
(23/01/2022)

“Cherishing the spir it  of  ‘Azadi Ka
Amritmahotsav."
Paavai celebrated the nation’s
73rd Republic Day with a lot of
patriotic zeal  and exuberance.  The
programme commenced with the
hoisting of the national f lag by
our chairman Shri     .N.V.  Natrajan,
fol lowed by the National Anthem.
Celebrating the diversity through
an awakening group song by the
school music department
teachers urged everyone to feel
proud to be an Indian.  Students
highlighted the importance of the
day through English,  Hindi and
Tamil  Speech.

Paavai celebrated 73rd Republic
Day celebrations with patriotic
fervour
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“Stories  are memory aids,  instruction
manuals and moral  compasses.” .
Storytel l ing is  a great way to get
closer to children.  Our t iny tots
attended a story session "Nadodi
Kathaigal"  by Mrs.  Vanmathi Jagan
which was l ike an open canvas where
students left  their  minds free and
wild.

Nadodi kathaigal- Mrs Vanmathi Jagan
(27/02/2022)

"A day to treasure"
As a new day dawned at the Pre-
Primary Wing, the doors to the
Litt le Paavains opened on
23/02/2022.  Kindergarten is  a
stepping stone to the learner’s
foundation,  and our toddlers
entered the corridors of  school
l i fe directly from their  homes,  for
the f irst  t ime! 

First Day of Kindergarten(23/02/2022)

“Leadership and learning are
indispensable to each other.”
Learning becomes an art when you
understand its tr icks and
techniques of it .  Our students
actively participated in the
workshop “SUPERBHUMANS”
conducted by Dr.  Sachin (Coach &
team).  The training session was
insightful  and they took home lots
of learning from these training.

SUPERB HUMANS
(03/03/2022-09/03/2022)
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“Music is  a more potent
instrument than anything for
education."
In an init iative to take music to
children through an integrated
approach within and outside the
school curriculum, Rhapsody- sing-
along session with Mrs.  Sudha Raja
was organized on 27th March 2022.

Rhapsody- Sing-along session with
Mrs. Sudha Raja (27/03/2022)

Paavai campus was abuzz with
parents visit ing in droves,  where
our l itt le thinkers were busy
unfolding their  fun-f i l led learning
experiences.

Paavai Chrysalis day (19/03/2022)

“Let today be the start of  something new.”
Time to r ise.  Time for school .  Time to shine has arrived.
Paavai  opened its doors on 01/04/2022,  for the new Academic Session
2022- 2023.

New Academic Session 2022 -  2023 



"The wonder of  teaching is
watching caterpil lars become
butterf l ies ’
The school hosted a farewell  get-
together to ceremonial ly bid adieu
to the outgoing batch of 2021-22
on Saturday,  Apri l  02,  2022.
Students of  class XI  put up a
spectacular show. The students of
class XII  came formally attired in
accordance with the theme ‘Paavai
Originals ' .  Students of  class XI
gave scinti l lating song and dance
performance.  Teachers'  showered
their  blessings on the outgoing
batch and the students gave heart
-warming valedictory speeches as
they recounted their  school
experiences in an emotional and
nostalgic overtone.  A beautiful
video was played to reminisce
joyous moments of  the years spent
together with peers and teachers.

Farewell (02/04/2022)
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"Children start their  school career
with a wil l ingness to take r isks
with what they think."
A vibrant,  dynamic space aims for
the holist ic growth of students
and lay equal emphasis on both
academics and co-curricular
activit ies.  Learning to navigate
the unfamil iar environments
where one has the courage to
explore and give wings to their
creative imagination.

Life at Paavai 



"A philanthropic venture requires
passion and determination."
Founder's day is  one of the  most
important day for our institution.
This is  the day when our chairman
sir 's  thought,  philosophy and vision
transformed into real ity .  His efforts
have been deeply impactful  and
profound. To appraise the students
on the signif icance of this iconic
day,  an i l lustrative presentation was
showcased by the faci l itators.  Al l
the dignitaries addressed the
students on this momentous
occasion and shared their  valuable
insights on the ideals ,  values and
visionary morals practiced and
fol lowed at the institution.

Happy Founder's Day (07/04/2022)

‘Actions speak louder than words."
"Learning by doing",  is  what the
ethos of Paavai  stands for .  To
inculcate healthy learning in the
minds of the children,  we have
introduced "Learn with Paavai"
program. The ideology was to
introduce the pedagogical
concept of  subject through an
il lustrative and immersive activity .

Learn with Paavai- Learning by
Doing
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Storytel l ing is  the most powerful
way to put an idea into the world.
The session started with a series of
stories that aims to foster holist ic ,
purposeful ,  and fun experiences.  It
was a vibrant session with plenty
of good cheer and Mrs.  Janaki
Sabesh’s trademark singsong way
of narrating stories.
Mrs.  Janaki Sabesh had taken the
audience on a journey of their  own
homes stating that even objects
have stories to tel l  when we had
an interactive session with
parents.

A session for stories and memories
(09/04/2022)

"Nature is  very generous and is
uncomplaining."
Paavains celebrated Earth Day-
Moving with the theme- Invest in
our planet

Earth Day Celebration!
(23/04/2022)

Success rests not only on our
students’  content knowledge,  but
also on their  behaviors and
mindsets.we provide star badges
to  acknowledge the social  and
behavioral  growth of our
students.  They symbolize levels of
achievement,  honor,  status or
recognition.

Star Badges
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Young Achievers

G R PRANAVSASWATH - CLASS XI

First place - Science Talent Search
Examination in Namakkal district, Tamil
Nadu.

SUJA HARSHITHA - CLASS IX 

Winner of KALA RATNA AWARD 2021 -
National Essay Writing, Handwriting &
Colouring Contest 2021.

R.K.SHYAM KUMAR - CLASS XI

Participant in Black Panthers Football Club
(BPFC) - KSFA league Bangalore C Division.

R. SRENITHIN - CLASS V

Art Work published in the Daily Thanthi -
Students Special Edition Newspaper dated
31.01.2022.
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Destiny is  not created by the shoes we wear but by the
steps we take.  The rewarding hard work of the 
 students culminated into outstanding performance
when they participated in various competit ions and 
 become star performers.

Star Performers



SANDEEP G.K - CLASS VII

Well-deserved success in the National Level
Badminton game held at Tiruppur,
Tamil Nadu.

DANUJAA.D - CLASS VII

Third place in the Mono Mime competition,
at The State Level Online Literary Carnival -
THE LIT REVIVAL 2022 KIDZ organized by
Literpretation.

DHEEKSHA.K - CLASS V

Third place - Tongue Twister competition,
at The State Level Online Literary Carnival -
THE LIT REVIVAL 2022 KIDZ organized by
Literpretation.

AKSHITH BOOBALAN - CLASS VIII

Second place in the Mono Mime
competition, at The State Level Online
Literary Carnival - THE LIT REVIVAL 2022
KIDZ organized by Literpretation.

AMRUTH.K.G - CLASS VII

Third place in the Mono Act competition, at
The State Level Online Literary Carnival -
THE LIT REVIVAL 2022 KIDZ organized by
Literpretation.

&
Promising performance in Science
Olympiad Foundation.
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https://sofworld.org/


THANISHKA D - CLASS VIII

Promising performance in Science
Olympiad Foundation.

&
Winner of KALA RATNA AWARD 2021 in All
India Drawing, Handwriting, and Essay
Writing Competition 2021 - 2022 conducted
by ALL INDIA CITIZEN DEVELOPMENT
CENTRE, AURANGABAD.

PUNNYA ARUNKUMAR - CLASS X

A cash award of Rs.10000 by making
Humanoid working Robot at State Level
flagship program of Department of Science
& Technology (DST), Government of India.
The INSPIRE Awards - MANAK.

&
Second place - Poem Writing competition,
at The State Level Online Literary Carnival -
THE LIT REVIVAL 2022 KIDZ organized by
Literpretation.

SATHURNA G - CLASS VII

Promising performance in Science
Olympiad Foundation.

SHREYA PACKIRISAMY - CLASS X

Promising performance in Science
Olympiad Foundation.
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SAVITHA A P - CLASS X

Winner of KALA SHRI AWARD 2021 in All India
Drawing, Handwriting, and Essay Writing
Competition 2021 - 2022 conducted by ALL
INDIA CITIZEN DEVELOPMENT CENTRE,
AURANGABAD.

VISHNU VILASHINI P - CLASS VIII

Winner of KALA SHRI AWARD 2021 in All India
Drawing, Handwriting, and Essay Writing
Competition 2021 - 2022 conducted by ALL
INDIA CITIZEN DEVELOPMENT CENTRE,
AURANGABAD.

MAHATHI SREE S K - CLASS IV

Winner of KALA RATNA AWARD 2021 in All
India Drawing, Handwriting, and Essay Writing
Competition 2021 - 2022 conducted by ALL
INDIA CITIZEN DEVELOPMENT CENTRE,
AURANGABAD.

MOHITH PRAJIN B - CLASS IV

Winner of VIDYA BHUSHAN AWARD 2021 in All
India Drawing, Handwriting, and Essay Writing
Competition 2021 - 2022 conducted by ALL
INDIA CITIZEN DEVELOPMENT CENTRE,
AURANGABAD.

AATHIK K S - Class III

Winner of KALA RATNA AWARD 2021 in All
India Drawing, Handwriting, and Essay Writing
Competition 2021 - 2022 conducted by ALL
INDIA CITIZEN DEVELOPMENT CENTRE,
AURANGABAD.
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Intra-class competit ions are held every month to help the students
develop their  creativity and ski l l  set .  It  also boost their  self-esteem and
serves as a manner of  measuring their  cal ibre.  

INTRA CLASS COMPETITIONS

APRIL:

Newspaper designing competit ion
was held in the month of Apri l .
Many students participated in this
competit ion and exhibited their
talents.  

NEWSPAPER DESIGNING

ELECTION TIMES -Elections are an
integral  and essential  part of  a
democratic country.  To signify the
importance of this franchise,  Our
school had conducted a poster-
making competit ion.

POSTER MAKING COMPETITION

JUNE:

Fitness is  an indispensable
requirement that must be
practised every single day.  Fitness
Freak Competit ion was held in the
month of June for classes I  to V
and many students along with
their  parents participated actively .  

FITNESS FREAK

Wind Energy is  one of the major
scopes for future generations.  Our
students inscribed the
importance of this day with their
working models .  The competit ion
was held in the month of June for
classes VI  to VII I .

GLOBAL WIND DAY

Cooking is  an art ,  and our
students are artists .  Cook a Dish
Competit ion was held in the
month of June for classes IX to XII
and many students participated
and exhibited their  cooking ski l l .

COOK A DISH
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Plastic bags are one among the
main contaminants of  our
environment.  To propagate the
signif icance of the use of paper
bags,  students of  class I  to V were
encouraged to make paper bags
for their  day-to-day use.  This
competit ion was held in the
month of July.

PAPER BAG

‘Do It  Yourself ’  (DIY) aims to
provide the quality of  self-
rel iance to our children.DIY
competit ions were held in the
month of July for classes VI  to IX.

DIY

Story Tel l ing Competit ion was
held in the month of July for
classes LKG and UKG. Many
children participated and
impressed us with their
narrations.  

STORY TELLING

JULY:

Art is  a treasure and it  is  hidden
everywhere.  Our children of
classes I  to V expressed their
ski l ls  through their  Leaf Art .  The
event was held in the month of
August.

LEAF ART

Thumb Art was conducted in the
month of August for classes LKG
and UKG. Many children
participated and showcased their
creativity .

THUMB ART

AUGUST :
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Expressing beauty through creativity
is a special  ski l l .  Our students of
classes VI  to VII I  expressed the
beauty hidden in a stone through
‘Stone Art Competit ion’  in the
month of September.

STONE ART

Family means everything.
Knowing your family generations
adds value.  Our students of
kindergarten actively participated
in the Family Tree Competit ion
which was held in the month of
September.  

FAMILY TREE

SEPTEMBER :

Colouring Competit ion was held
in the month of October and our
students from class LKG and UKG
participated actively and gave us
a gl impse of their  abil ity .

COLOURING 

OCTOBER :

The vocabulary of  chi ldren is
improved as they get exposed to
root words and Spell  Bee
competit ion ensures our children
to have a good command over the
English language.  Spell  Bee
competit ion was held in the month
of December and students from
class I I I  to V participated in it .  

SPELL BEE

DECEMBER :
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Creative writ ing plays a major role
in the academics of our students.
To enhance this essential  ski l l ,  a
creative writ ing competit ion was
held for classes VI  to IX in the
month of December.

CREATIVE WRITING 



Fancy Dress competit ion on the
theme “National Leaders” was
held in the month of January.  Our
students from classes KG to I I
participated.  This colourful  event
served as a feast to the audience
eyes.

FANCY DRESS

JANUARY :

Bharathiyar is  a legendary lyricist
and a freedom fighter from Tamil
Nadu. To celebrate his
contribution Bharathiyar Songs
Competit ion was held in the
month of January and students
from classes I I I  to V participated.  

BHARATHIYAR SONGS

Eloquence in speech  helps
innovative thinking,  abil ity to
make reasoned response and well
thought argument.  Our students
participated in the Intra Class
Debate competit ion held in the
month of January.

DEBATE

A storyboard is  very important to
enhance the creative mental ity of
the student.  It  clearly conveys
how the story wil l  f low, as you can
see how your thoughts work
together.  Storyboard competit ion
was held in the month of January
and our students of  classes IX and
XI  participated.

STORYBOARD
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It  was truly serene l istening to our
kids sing.  Students from classes VI
to VII I  participated in the singing
competit ion held in the month of
February.

SINGING

Show & Tel l  competit ion held in
the month of February for classes
LKG to I I  standard.  Many students
participated and expressed their
l ikings for their  favourite fruits
and animals.

SHOW & TELL

FEBRUARY :

Dance competit ion was held in
the month of February and our
students from classes I I I  to V
participated eagerly .  

DANCE

Culinary Art Competit ion was held
for students of  classes IX and XI .
This competit ion relates to the
designing,  food preparation,
cooking and presentation
technique.  This event was held in
the month of February.

CULINARY ART 
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To create great orators and to
inculcate the habit of  public
speaking Hub Schools Debate
Competit ion was conducted,  where
students from Hub Schools and
Paavai students argued to their
best .  

DEBATE

HUB SCHOOL EVENTS



A good balance between physical
and mental  growth is  paramount
for every student.  Sports inculcate
students with the quality of
sportsmanship and a healthy
l i festyle.  Hub Schools cricket and
cultural  events were held,  where
students from al l  the Hub Schools
along with our students had
participated.

HUB SCHOOL CRICKET AND
CULTURAL EVENT 

"Every summer has a story and so does this one."  The much-
awaited Summer Break has commenced, but,  the fun and learning
never comes to halt  as PAAVAI has come up with bri l l iant summer
camps and programs to thri l l  and dazzle the young students.

SUMMER CAMP!
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Email: schooloffice@paavai.edu.in | Web: http://school.paavai.edu.in


